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Recolored Image Detection Via Deep Discriminative Model 
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ABSTRACT 

Recoloring is a technique that can be transferred Image color or theme and result in an indispensable 

transition in human eyes. Image reminder is one of the most important image handling techniques are not 

special. This method is designed to detect frauds. The proposed network is basically takesthe original image 

and the two received entries Light Stability and Inter-Channel Contacts considering the original input and the 

probability release. Our algorithm accepts CNN-based profound character the structure consists of three 

feature extraction.We analyze the inter-channel correlation and illumination consistency for natural images 

which may not hold after the color transfer operation.Based on these two properties, we propose a deep 

discriminative model for recoloring detection used for Gray Scale algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Nowadays, millions of photographs are produced by various devices and distributed by newspapers, 

televisions, and websites every day. Much legal, government a land scientific organizations use digital 

images as evidence of specific events to make critical decisions. Unfortunately, with the development of 

low-cost and high-resolution digital cameras and sophisticated photo editing software’s, it is simple to 

perform image manipulations and the detection of forged images is much difficult through human vision. 

This challenges the reliability of digital images/photographs as real-world events. Accordingly, image 

forensic techniques for forged images detection are necessary. Image re coloring, i.e., color transferring, is 

one  of the  most common image  operations in photo editing Usually, 

satisfyingcolortransferalgorithmsapplythecolorcharacteristic ofa targetimage toa source image and 

generatearecolored resultthat humancannot distinguish. 

 Duplicate image detection is obtained by matching two different images respectively. This process of 

matching helps in the detection of forged image. There are several visual applications which are dedicated 

with lot of efforts. These visual applications need efficient image similarity signature and image similarity 

metrics. 

 In our present market there are several image processing software which can easily edit and 

manipulate the original digital image. This tends us to challenge the matching altered images to their 

originals, which is known as near duplicate image detection. A technique which changes or modifies the 

color or theme of original image is known as Image recoloring which gets an imperceptible change in human 

eyes. One of the best image manipulation processes is image recoloring. For this kind of forgery there is no 

special method designed to detectit.  

 For example, Stamm show that pixel value mappings leave behind artifacts and detect enhancement by 

observing the intrinsic fingerprints in the pixel value histogram. However, these state-of-the- art methods are 

limited by the hand-designed priors or heuristic cues which may be less effective for some images. For 

instance, the method proposed in is not likely to detect tampered images if the pixel value histogram after 

tampering keeps smooth. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Our motivation is to prepare a deep discriminative network for shading move detection. Likewise, we 
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talk about the most significant calculations including forgery detection strategies, shading move approaches 

in this segment. A. Forgery Detection Methods Forgery detection techniques intend to check the validness of 

images and can be extensively characterized into two classes: dynamic verification and inactive confirmation  

Reinhardet al.
[1]

propose a shading move technique by comprehensively moving hues. They apply a straight 

forward factual examination to forcing one image & shading qualities on another in the Lab shading space. 

The shading moving can viably and proficiently create a persuading yield. Are fined probabilistic model is 

utilized into additionally improve this procedure. To allthe morelikely perform nonlinear shading alterations. 

Beigpouretal.
[2]

present a physical model of the image development and apply to shading moving,  making  

the outcomes  increasingly  sensible.  All the above techniques require a model image as info and we call this 

sort of strategies model based re coloring. 

Pitieetal.
[3] 

use a N dimensional likelihood thickness capacity and utilize a post processing calculation to keep 

up the angle field of thefirst image. 

Changetal.
[4] 

separate a shading palette of an image by grouping and make a helpful tool for re coloring by 

altering a shading palette. Despite the fact that these re coloring calculations may leave no visual hints, these 

techniques may change the basic image textures. In this work, we take points of interest of two textures to 

recognizewhether an imageis recolored. 

Raoetal.
[5] 

recognize the nearness of joining based on their regularities moving haze. Since forgery dependent 

techniques center around ab using the interesting trademark for a particular undertaking, these strategies as a 

rule have better execution on a particular forgery detection task. In this work, we propose a forgery 

dependent strategy that is intended for re coloring detection 

Chenet al.
[6]

propose a sparsity-based alter spread by utilizing meager word reference learning for quick 

ending and sparing memory. Palette based re coloring strategies has been proposed. 

R. Chamlawi, A.Khan, andI. Usman  et  al.
[13]

explained about the impact of  the convolutional neural 

framework significance on precision in the tremendous extension affirmation setting. .Atthe presenttime our 

bestperformingConvolutionalmastermind structures openly expected to empower can investigate on 

thesignificant visual portrayals. 

G.S.Spagnolo and M.D.Santisetal.
[14]

proposed another information driven on exclusive way to deal with over 

see performing control parameter estimation. Our proposed framework can be adjusted to work on two other 

exceptional controls without requiring a real expert to turnout note worthy improvements to the proposed 

strategy. 

L. Rosales-Roldan, M.Cedillo-Hernandez, M.Nakano- Miyatake, H.Perez-Meana,and 

B.Kurkoskietal.
[15]

explained that at the present time, have organized an enormous, convolutional neural 

system to update the 1.2 million pictures in the Image NetLSVRC-2010 challenges into 1000 momentous 

classes. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 In this paper we proposed an end-to-end system which distinguishes the original image from modified 

image. In this way the distinguishing of recolored images from natural images are approached. The proposed 

model takes the original image and another image, then based on the inter-channel correlation and 

illumination consistency of the original image is compared with another image then the output probability is 

obtained. 

 In this proposed system we used an algorithm called CNN. Our algorithm adopts CNN based 

Architecture, which consists of three feature extraction blocks and a feature fusion module. 
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Fig 1: Architecture 

We synthesize a dataset to train the neural network which comprises the recolored images and by 

using several recoloring methods. The extensive results when experimented on recolored images are 

generated by several methods which show that the proposed model is well designed and robust. The 

original image and the another image based on inter-channel correlation and illumination consistency of the 

original image is compared with the another image then the output probability is obtained. 

 

Fig 2: Overview of our proposed approach 

 In this paper, the proposed model takes the original image and another image, then based on the inter-

channel correlation and illumination consistency of the original image is compared with another image then 

the output probability is obtained. 

      For the entry script we upload original image and modified image will be converted to gray scale images 

and image comparison takes over and a SSIM value will be generated. By SSIM value we can identify 

whether the image is morphed or original.  

When same images are sent for execution the output of SSIM value will be 1.0. Similarly, when the images 

are different i.e., modified images are sent then the SSIM value will be less than 1.0.  
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Fig 3: Flow chart 

 

4. ALGORITHM 

There are various techniques for structural similarity differences mentioned previously such as PSNR or 

MSE but these approaches will have some absolute errors whereas the SSIM is a model which is based on 

the perception model which considers an image degradation as perceived change in structural information 

and there are incorporating useful perceptual phenomena which includes both the contrast masking and 

luminance masking terms 

   Structural information is an idea in which the pixels will have the strong interdependencies especially 

when they are spatially close. These dependencies will carry important information about the structure of the 

objects in the visualscene. 

   The phenomenon in which an image distortion tends to be less visible in bright regions is known as 

Luminance masking whereas Contrast masking is a phenomenon in which the distortions become less visible 

and in contrast masking there is a significant activity or “texture” in the image. 

     The SSIM index is calculated on various windows of an image. The measure between two windows x and 

y of common size N×N is: 

Where μx, μy, σx,σy, and σxy are the local means, standard deviations If α = β = γ = 1 (the default for 

Exponents), and C3 = C2/2 (default selection of C3) the index simplifies to:
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METHODS 

1. VISUAL INFORMATIONDESCRIPTION: 

Visual descriptors give statistics about an image. A good descriptor permits to discriminate between similar 

and dissimilar images. Note that the notion of similarity highly depends on the application. For instance, 

similarity means “visually consistent images” in the framework of image retrieval while it signifies “visually 

nearly identical” in duplicate detection. There exist many published surveys on image description; the reader 

can refer for surveys centered on image description for content-based image retrieval applications. In the 
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following, four types of low-level image descriptors are presented. 

2. DUPLICATE DETECTION: 

Duplicate detection is a task that aims at detecting the duplicates of an original image. Consequently, it is 

first necessary to define what a duplicate is. In short, a duplicate is a transformed version of an original 

artwork that keeps a similar visual value. In other words, ‘being a duplicate’ is a pair-wise equivalence 

relationship that links the original to any of its variations through a transformation operation, for example, 

compression, brightness changes or cropping. By extension, if an image A is a duplicate of another image B 

and yet another image C is duplicate of image B, then image C is in turn a duplicate of image A. Finally, the 

task of duplicate detection can be expressedasfollows.Duplicatedetectionaimsatdetecting allthe duplicates  of 

a particular image among a collection of images. Or in a simplified form, duplicate detection’s goal is to 

determine whether two given images are duplicates of each other or unrelated to each other 

 

5. VISUAL ATTENTION SIMILARITY MEASURE 

The process of competing interactions among the neurons is known as the Human Visual Attention. They 

represent all the stimuli present in the visual field. This competition results in the selection of attention and 

the suppression of irrelevant material. In visual attention, Humans are able to spot anomalies of various 

images or a single image thorough a competitive comparison mechanism. In this mechanism the similar or 

dissimilar images are identified and scored by means of a similarity measure. The comparison is a flexible 

and dynamic procedure, which does not depend on a particular feature space which may be thought to exist 

in a general image database. 

 

6. GRAYSCALE IN IMAGEPROCESSING 

Grayscale is a monochromatic (gray) shade. This shade is the collection of pure white on the lightest end to 

pure black on the other end. Grayscale contains no color information but it contains luminance information 

that is reason for maximum luminance is white and zero luminance is black. Every luminance lies in the 

shade of grey. That is why grayscale images contain only shades of gray and no color. Grayscale is also 

known as achromatic.By converting original image and modified image to gray scale images system can 

compare the both the images and a threshold value called SSIM value can be generated. 

 

Result: 

Execution: 

 
Fig 4: Execution Image 

From our proposed system, we have multiple SSIM values observed. When same images are sent for 

execution the output of SSIM value will be 1.0.Similarly when the images are different i.e modified images 

are sent then the SSIM value will be less than 1.0 
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Fig 4(a) : Original Image 

 
Fig4 (b)  : Modified Image 

 
Fig 4(c) : Threshold Image 

 
Fig 4(d): Difference Image 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we present a novel deep learning approach for recolored image detection. Both the 

inter- channel correlation and the illumination consistency are employed to help the feature extraction. We 

elaborate the design principle of our Recent and systematically validate the rationality by running a number 

of experiments. Furthermore, two recolored datasets with different sources are created and the high 

performance of our Recent demonstrates the effectiveness of the model. We hope our simple yet effective 

Recent will serve as a solid baseline and help future research in recolored imagesdetection. 
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